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Arthur Jenscn's research on the bh~h+gical basis of mental ability has culmhmted m his ¢n¢>¢h+pe- 
die nev, v, ork 7"hc+ Fcwtor(lgtJS) v,. hich massively confirms "'Sl+eannan's (I ~)27) h,,pt',thesis" that 
Blaek-Whit¢ IQ difl'creuees vary systematically as a function of each tent's g hmdmg. More gen- 
erally. The g I+'cwtl~r consolidiltes tile ps),choumlric, tleurol+lDsiologica,I, behavior genetic, itnd 
comlmrativ¢ evklence fur the existence allld imlx+rtance ol'R. and links it to ¢volutiollar~, prt~:¢sses. 
But ix'rhaps Jensen's greatest legacy to s,.'ien¢¢ will b,,.' hi+, piolteermg nlethtKI of correlated vectors 
v,'hieh sttbStllnes, umler at nltleh broader prhlcipl¢, his falnOtlS (It){'+()il) hyl+othesis about tile herita- 
bilit.',' or+the l+ lack-whi te IQ gap atu+.l, as Osborne { ItjgO) dubbed it, tIle "Spe:lrmau-jcnsen hylr~th- 
¢".;[s" th;,It Black+White IQ dill'erenees ilrL' greatest o11 the g-l)tctor. JeflSetl'S mu'thod of ¢orrektted 
veeturs d¢ltl,ttllstrales that ,g (specifically at tent's .+ hmding) is the bent i>redk,'tor of that tent's u o f  
relation with at given variable, h! futtn'¢, when at significant ~.'orrelatitm t~.'uurs between t.,-I'aett+r 
hmdings ;tnd variable X, Ih¢ result might uset'ully be ¢a11¢+,1 a " ' josses Ffl 'cct" ( fur that X ',at'iahlc), 
be¢ause otherwise tht.,rc is no tmlu¢ I't~r it, only a I,altg ¢xl)laluttion o f  how the el'leer was achieved. 
Naming it t11¢ "jcltnen t,lfl~'¢t" would htmor cJtt¢ u f  the gr,,..'alest psy+uhtlhtgisls o f  our  time. 

A Personal Note 

F'erhal+S I am the only psychologist of  my generation who missed the tumultt,ous 
appearance of Arthur Jellsen's (1969a) famot, s tlw'v+u'd l~d.culion.l Review article argt,- 
ing that IQ is heritable +.lnd that genetic factors are inw~lved i,1 the Black-White IQ gap. The 
attendant brouhah:l failed to reach my attention in England where I was an undergraduate 
student at the University of London. Two  years later, however, when Hans Eysenck popu- 
larized Jcnsen's argurnent in his 1971 book R.ce, Intelligence, and Education. 1 was a 
graduate student +.it the London School of  Economics and Political Science. and Eysenck's  
book created such +.t furore that a stmdl group of  us social psychologists decided to study 
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the issue. Jensen's clearly argued response to seven "replies," as ~,ell as his original expo- 
sition (all usefully compiled in an offprint series by the Harvard University Press) led some 
of  us to believe that he might well be right. 

Jensenism, described as one of  the great heresies of  20th century science, continued to 
inspire heated debate at the London School of  Economics for the next two years, culminat- 
ing in a physical assault on Professor Eysenck when he came to give us a lecture in 1973 
on "'The Biological Basis of  Intelligence." l was more than just a horrified witness to this 
"political action" by a dozen Maoists (proudly sporting red Mao-Tse Tung badges in their 
lapels). [ was even featured in a newspaper photograph in a scrum around Eysenck, ener- 
getically pulling at rampaging "demonstrators,' but wearing the fashionably long hair of  
the time, it might not be obvious from the photograph whose side [ was on! The Maoists 
made no attempt to hide after Eysenck was hustled away. for the police were not to be 
called and there was an unforttmate sentiment that Eysenck only got what he deserved. "No 
Enemies on the Left" was a mantra at the L.S.E. in the early 1970s. 

The first time I heard Jensen speak in person was at the 1978 annual meeting of  the 
American Psychological Association in Toronto where he (1979) presented "'g: Outmoded 
Theory or Unconquered Frontier?'" The science was inspirational, all about reaction-time 
and speed-of-processing correlates of  IQ. The large ballroom was filled to overtlow and the 
attdience, rapt witll attention, burst into enthusiastic applause when he had finished. If only 
in contrast to anxious expectations, the ' infamous Dr. Jensen' struck me as warm, humane. 
and giving of  one of  the most exciting talks I had ever heard. 

I eventually met Jensen in early 1981 while spending a term as a Visiting Scholar at 
Berkeley's Institute of Fluman Development. t iaving just written a book explaining altru- 
ism from a social learning perspective (Rushton. 1980), I was broadening my focus to 
encompass behavioral genetic and sociobiological viewpoints. Although many of  those at 
the Institt, t¢ of fluman Development had earned international reputations fl)r dtx:umenting 
the early emergence of  personality traits and their power to predict social adjustment, few 
were interested in searching for behavior genetic causes. The reason was not hard to find. 
At Berkeley. any disct, ssion of  behavioral genetics was but a nervous hop. skip. and a jump 
away fronl Jensen's controversial racial hypothesis. 

Jensen occupied an office in the School of  Education, one floor up from nay office in 
the psychology department. We easily established rapport. The question of  race differences 
was beginning to fascinate me and on this topic, of  course. Jensen was most informative. 
Over several lunches at Pasaml. one of his favorite local Indian restaurants, he sketched 
out his views and helpfully answered queries. Back at his office he provided reprints. It was 
clear that Jensen's defining trait was intellectual curiosity and for him the study of  race dif- 
ferences presented an acid test. How could the topic, which loomed so large in education 
and s~ie ty ,  be aw:fided for ideological reasons if psychology was to be scientific and if the 
individual scientist was to maintain personal integrity? I came away prolbundly influenced 
and determined to read the relevant literature. 

Internat ional  l)istribution of IQ, Brain Size, and Related Traits 

Many researchers were inspired by "Jensenisnl. °' I.ynn (1978, 1982) and Vernon 
(1982) not only pushed the envelope, but extended the 'outside of  the envelope" and made 
the race-IQ debate international in scope with their findings that East Asians average higher 
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on tests of mental ability than do Whites. whereas Caribbeans (and especially Africans) 
average lower. As Lynn's (1997) and Jensen's (1998) most recent reviews show. East 
Asians. measured in North America and in Pacific Rim countries, typically average IQs in 
the range of I01 to 11 !. Caucasoid populations in North America. Europe. and Australasia 
typically average IQs from 85 to 115 with an overall mean of 100. African populations liv- 
ing south of the Sahara. in North America. in the Caribbean. and in Britain typically have 
mean IQs from 70 to 90. (Blacks in sub-Saharan Africa score about 2 standard deviations 
[approximately 30 IQ points] below the mean of Whites on nonverbal tests.) 

As a budding sociobiologist. I too was inspired by Jensenism. it seemed to me that by 
its impact on diverse areas of behavioral science. Jensenism might help complete the Dar- 
winian revolution. I began to review the international literature, studying not only IQ. but 
other behavioral traits like speed of physical maturation and longevity, personality and 
temperament, family structure and crime, and sexual behavior and fertility, and later brain 
size (Rt, shton. 1984a, 1984b, 1988). 1 have found that on these traits East Asians are 
slower maturing, less fertile, less sexually active, with larger brains and higher IQ scores 
than Africans, who tend towards the opposite in each of these areas. Europeans, I found. 
fell between the other two groups. As Jensen (1984) elaborated (in a commentary on my 
first review), a network of such related evidence provides more opportunity for finding and 
testing alternative theories than does any single dimension drawn from the set. 

As a now avowed Jensenist, I carried out experiments finding, for example, that the 
amount of inbreeding depression on II sub-tests of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for 
Children in Japan predicted the magnitude of the Black-White differences on the same sub- 
tests in the U.S. (Rushton, 1989). Inbreeding depression, a purely genetic effect, was a suf- 
ficiently robust predictor to overcome generalization from the Japanese in Japan to Blacks 
and Whites in the U.S. There really is no other explanation, other than a genetic one, for the 
correlation between inbreeding depression and Black-White differences. 

1 also calculated cranial capacities from external measurements of the head using large 
archival data sets including a stratified random sample of 6,325 U.S. Army personnel 
(Rushton, 1992), a s.'unple of tens of thousands of men and women collected by the Inter- 
national Labour Office in Geneva (Rushton, 1994), and a sample of thousands of American 
children from birth to age seven (Rushton, 1997). After adjusting for the effects of stature, 
weight, and sex, the cranial capacities consistently averaged higher for East Asians than for 
Europeans, who averaged higher than Africans, as reviewed by Rushton and Ankney 
(1996) and Jensen (1998). 

Jensen 's  The g Factor 

All the issues Jensen raised in 1969 are still with us today. Indeed, much of the oppo- 
sition to IQ testing' " and heritability would probably disappear if it were not for the stubborn 
and unwelcome fact that, despite extensive well-funded programs of intervention, the 
Black-White difference refuses to go quietly into the night. 

Jensen's long intellectual march has culminated triumphantly in his latest book. The g 
Factor (1998), an exposition of the reality of Spearman's (1927) seminal concept ofg,  the 
general factor of intelligence. Jensen's tome d¢~s not draw back from Jensenist conclu- 
s ions- tha t  the average difference in IQ lbund between Blacks and Whites has a substan- 
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tial hereditary component, that this difference is related mainly to the g-factor, and that it 
has important societal consequences. 

Chapter I I of  The g F~lctor fully documents how. on average, the American Black 
population scores below the White population by about 1.2 standard deviations, equivalent 
to 18 IQ points. This mean difference between Blacks and Whites in IQ scores has scarcely 
changed over the past 80 years (despite some claims that the gap is narrowing) and can be 
observed as early as three years of  age. Controlling for overall socioeconomic level only 
reduces the mean difference by 4 IQ points. Contrary to purely cultural explanations, cul- 
ture-thir tests tend to give Blacks slightly lower scores, on the average, than more conven- 
tional tests, as do non-verbal tests compared with verbal tests, and abstract reasoning tests 
compared with tests of  acquired knowledge. 

The reason, in fact, that Jensen pursued Spearman's hypothesis is that it so exquisitely 
solved a problem that had long perplexed him about test bias with respect to Black-White 
differences. He had noted that the Black-White differences are markedly smaller on tests 
of  rote learning and short term memory than on tests of reasoning and those requiring any 
transformation of the i,lformation. He initially formalized these observations in his so- 
called Level i-Level II theory (Jcnsen, 1968). Level 1 tasks were those that required little 
or no mental manipulation of  the input to arrive at the correct output. A clear example of  
Level I ability is Forward Digit Span in which people recall a series of  digits in the same 
order as that in which they arc presented. I.cvel II tasks, however, require some mental 
manipt, lation of  the input in order to arrive at the appropriate response. A clear example of  
Level II ability is Backward Digit Slxm in which people recall a series of  digits in the 
reverse" order to that in which they are presented. Jenscn fot, nd that Black-White differ- 
ences are twice as large for l",ackward as for Forward Digit Span. As this I'i,lding did not 
readily lend itself to an explanation in terms of  cultural bias or  in terms of  any other theory 
Jensen knew of except his l.evel I-I.evcl II no t ion ,  he kept thinking about it. 

After Jenscn re-read Spearman, he realized that his l,evel I-l.evel II t'onnulation was 
only a special case of  the more general hypothesis proposed by Spearman. Jensen began 
testing Spearman's hypothesis on a wide variety of  psychometric tests administered to 
large representative samples of  the American White and Black populations (Jeqsen, 1985, 
1987). The g Fttcmr summarizes the results from 17 independent data sets on a total of  
nearly 45,000 Blacks and 245,000 Whites derived from 171 psychometric tests, g Ioadings 
consistently predict the magnitude of  the Black-White difference (r = +.63). Spearman's 
hypothesis is borne out even among three-year-olds administered eight st|b-tests of  the 
Stanford-Binet. The rank correlation between g Ioadings and the Black-White differences 
is +.71 (p <.05). 

Spearman's hypothesis applies even to the g factor extracted from pcrlbrmance on ele- 
mentary cognitive tasks. In some of  these studies, 9-to-12-year-olds are asked to decide 
which of several lights is illunfinated and move their hand to press a button that turns that 
light off. All children can perform such tasks in less than one second, but children with 
higher IQ scores perform faster than do those with lower scores, and White children, on 
average, perform faster than Black children (Vernon & Jensen. 1984). The correlations 
between the g Ioadings of  these types of  reaction time tasks and the Black-White differ- 
ences range from +.70 to +.8 I. 

Jensen also applied Spearman's hypothesis to East Asian-White comparisons, using 
the same reaction time measures. The direction of  the correlation is opposite to that in 
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the Black-White studies, indicating that, on average. East Asians score higher in g than 
do whites. No one so far seems to have looked at East Asian-White differences on con- 
ventional psychometric tests as a function of their g Ioadings. From the study just men- 
tioned, however. Jensen's prediction should be clear: One should find the mirror image 
of  Spearman's hypothesis ['or Black-White differences. It might be interesting to note, in 
light of  the above, that in an early reply to a charge of "'white supremacy," Jensen 
(1969b, p. 240) made a remarkably presaging conjecture. He wrote: "'...if I were asked 
to hypothesize about race differences in what we call g or abstiract reasoning ability, I 
should be inclined to rate Caucasians oil the whole somewhat below Orientals, at least in 
the United States." 

The Spearman-Jensen Hypothesis 

Osborne (1980) suggested that it" scientific credit was to be assigned appropriately, the 
"Spearman hypothesis" that Black-White differences are greater on more g-loaded sub- 
tests should become the "'Spearnlan-Jcnsen hypothesis" because it was Jensen who brought 
Spearman's hypothesis to widespread attention, and it was Jensen who did all tile empirical 
work confirming it. Jensen (1997) himself has noted that, "Because Spearman himself 
never presented it as a tormal hypothesis, a few people have objected to my crediting it to 
Sl~earman. So whenever I say "Spearman's hypothesis," I hope you will visualize these 
words in qtlotatioll marks." 

The .lenscn Effect 

"rile Speamlan-.Icnsen hypothesis turns out to be readily subsumable tinder a more 
general principle that, wht2n resulting in a positive finding, we might call a "Jensen 
Effect.'" Recall that the Spearman-Jcnsen hypothesis was tested by first extracting the g 
factor from a variety of cognitive tests, and then relating these scores (a 'vector' of 
scores, i.e., with direction as well as quantity), to the mean l~,lack-Whil¢ differences on 
tIhosc same testis (;l second "vcctIor' of scores). Jensen extended this method of correlated 
vectors tit) a variety of vari;Ibles. Using this procedure, Jcnsen (199g) showed Ill;It the 
vector of a tiest's g Ioadings is tile best predictor of that testi's correlation with a variety 
of variables, including not only scholastic and work-place performance, but also brain 
size. brain pl i, brain glucose metabolic rate. average evoked potemial, reaction time, and 
other physiological factors. The Jenscn Fffecti can be seen whenever there is a significant 
correlation between the vector of  the suh-testis" g Ioadings and the vector of  the same 
st, b-tiests" Ioadings on variable X (where X is some other, usually non-psychometric 
variable). 

This metho~h~logical innovation of Jensen's may be an even greater discovery than the 
totality of  empirical results gencratied by it, important though these undoubtedly are. His 
method of  correlated vectors is fully explicaticd in The g Factor (Appendix B) and is also 
discussed in the opening remarks of  this symposium. To honor Jcnsen's accomplishments 
into tihe future, I propose that when a significant correlation occurs between the two vectors 
the restllt he called a Jensen Effect (for that X variable), because otherwise there is no name 
for it, only a long exphmatiion of how the effect was achieved. 
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Jensenism Today 

Chapter i 2 of The g Factor presents Jensen's technical arguments for why he believes 
that race differences are about 50% genetic in origin. He emphasizes the fact that it is pre- 
cisely those components of intelligence tests that are most heritable and that most relate to 
brain size which most profoundly differentiate Black from White groups. The heritability 
data are especially interesting because genetic theory and culture theories of race differ- 
ences make predictions opposite to each other. Culture theory predicts that differences 
between races will be greater on those culturally malleable items on which races can grow 
apart as a result of dissimilar experiences. 

The g Factor also cites the evidence of transracial adoption studies. Three studies have 
been c~Jrried out on Korean and Vietnamese children adopted into White American and 
White Belgian homes. Though many had been hospitalized for malnutrition, prior to adop- 
tion, they went on to develop IQs ten or more points higher than their adoptive national 
norms. By contrast, Black and mixed-race (Black-White) children adopted into White mid- 
dle-class families typically perform at a lower level than similarly adopted white children. 
In the well known Minnesota Transracial Adoption Study. by age 17, adopted children 
with two White biological parents had an average IQ of 106, adopted children with one 
Black and one white biological parent averaged an IQ of 99, and adopted children with two 
Black biological parents had an average IQ of 89 (which is not different from that of Black 
children raised by Black parents in these northwestern states). 

The g F~lctor aJst~ devotes a fair amount of space to racial differences in brain size. 
Chapter 6 reviews the literature which shows that the brain-size/IQ relation emerges most 
clearly using Magnetic Resonance Imaging (r = .44 across eight separate studies). Chapter 
12 documents the three-way racial gradient in brain size established by aggregating data 
from studies using four kinds of measurements: (a) wet brain weight at autopsy, (b) volunle 
of empty skulls using filler, (c) volume estimated from external head sizes, and (d) volume 
estimated from external head measurements and corrected for body size. East Asians and 
their descendants average about 17 cm 3 (I in 3) larger brain volumes than do Europeans and 
their descendants, whose bnfins average about 80 c m  (5 in 3) larger than do those ot" Afri- 
cans and their desccnd,'mts. Jensen ( 1998. pp. 442-443) calculated an "ecological" correla- 
tion (used in epidemiological studies) of +0.998 between median IQ and mean cranial 
capacity across the three popt.lations of"Mongoloids," "Caucasoids," and "Negroids." 

Finally, The g Factor considers the race differences from an evolutionary perspective. 
Jensen accepts the "'Out-of-Africa" theory, that Homo sapiens arose in Africa about 
100,000 years ago, expanded beyond Africa alter that. and then migrated east after a Euro- 
pean/East Asian split about 40,000 years ago. Since evolutionary selection pressures were 
different in the hot savanna where Africans evolved than in the cold Arctic where Mongol- 
oids evolved, these ecological differences had not only morphological, but also behavioral 
effects. The farther north the p~pulations migrated 'Out of Africa,' the more they encoun- 
tered the cognitively demanding problems of gathering and storing food, gaining shelter, 
making clothes, and raising children during prolonged winters. As these populations 
evolved into present-day Europeans and East Asians. they underwent selective pressure for 
larger brains. 

The g Factor's strong conclusion about race differences in fact came as something of 
a surprise to me. In ,'dl nay discussions with Jensen about race differences since 1981, I had 
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been struck by his careful circumspection. More than once he went so far as to say that he 
doubted that methods were available for determining whether Black-White differences 
were heritable (including the methods of behavior genetics). As best ! recall, he said some- 
thing like: "'We can never 'prove" for certain that the race differences in IQ are heritable in 
the sense that we can 'prove" something in mathematics. All empirical science can do is 
increase the probability that genetic factors are involved." 

Pushing Out the Envelope Even Further 

Science is a never ending journey and Jensenism has traveled far since 1969. With 
reg,'u-d to the significance of brain size, for example, early on. Jensen described brain size 
as unrelated to IQ (1969a, p. 73; 1973, p. 333,349), and did not cite the literature on racial 
differences in brain size. Somewhat later, in Bias in Mental Testing (1980). he cited Van 
Valen's (1974) re-assessment of the literature showing a +.30 correlation between brain 
size and IQ along with a Table from Hooton (1939) showing a linear relation between head 
size and st~ioeconomic status, By 1984. Jensen cited Ho, Roessmann. Straumfjord. and 
Monroe's (1980) autopsy studies showing a Black-White brain weight difference of about 
100 grams and ot, tlined a variety of ways to examine relations between race, brain-size, 
and IQ. By the time of The g Factor, Jcnsen's own studies had shown that head size was 
related to IQ even within-families, that thc head size/IQ relationship occurred on the most 
g-loaded tests, that Blacks and Whites differed in head size, and that the Black and White 
differences in head size disappeared when Blacks and Whites were matchcd for IQ. 

The conclusion that thcre are racial differences in average brain size is becoming 
accepted. For example, Ulric Ncisscr, Chair of thc recent American Psychological Associ- 
ation's Task Force Report on The Bell Curve (Ncisser et al., 1996) acknowledged that, with 
respect to "racial differences in the mean measured sizes of skulls and brains (with East 
Asians having the largcst, followed by Whites and then Blacks) .... there is indeed a small 
overall trend" (Neisscr. 1997. p. 80). 

From the beginning. Jensenism did not stop with IQ. For example, Jensen (1969a, p. 
86) cited studies showing the early development of motor behavior in Black infants with 
some Black samples at six months of age scoring nearly one standard deviation above 
White norms. Paralleling the behavioral prccocity. Jensen ( 1969a, p. 87) reported evidence 
of faster bone development in Black infants (established using X-rays) and earlier matura- 
tion of brain wave patterns (measured using EEGs). S~×m after, Jensen (1973: 289-290) 
suggested that race differences in the production of two-egg twins, being most common 
among Blacks and least common among East Asians, with Caucasians intermediate, "may 
be a reflection of evolutionary age." In a long footnote, he wrote: "'[Tlhe three racial groups 
lie on a developmental continuum on which the Caucasian group is more or less interme- 
diate. A related fact is that there is an inverse relationship throughout the phylogenetic hier- 
archy between the tendency lbr multiple births and the prolongation of immaturity.'" 

As a committed Jensenist, 1 pursued these hypotheses with vigor and proposed a gene- 
based "life-history theory" familiar to evohttionary biologists as the r-K scale of reproduc- 
tive strategy to account for the racial trade-off between brain size and egg-production, and 
other variables (Rushton, 1995). At one end of this scale r-strategies emphasize high repro- 
ductive rates while at the other K-strategies emphasize high levels of parental investment. 
This scale is generally used to compare the life histories of widely disparate species, but I 
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used it to describe the immensely smaller variations within the human species. Following 
Jensen's trail i went on to hypothesize that Mongoloid people are, on average, more K- 
selected than Caucasoids. who in turn are more  K-se lec ted  than Negroids .  My book Race .  

Evo lu t ion .  a n d  B e h a v i o r  d o c u m e n t s  the real i ty o f  racial  d i f fe rences  in ove r  60 physical  and 
behav io ra l  traits. 

Conclusion 

In recent  years ,  the equa l i t a r ian  d o g m a  has m n  head long  into some  very  bad karma.  In 

the wake  o f  the success  o f  The Be l l  C u r v e  (Her rns te in  & Murray .  1994). and  o the r  recent  

books  that  p rov ide  race- rea l i s t  an s w er s  to the ques t ion  o f  d i f ferent ia l  g roup  a c h i e v e m e n t .  
there  has been  an in tense  e f for t  to get the ' r a ce  g e n i e '  that  J e n s e n ' s  1969 H a r v a r d  Educa -  

t ional  R e v i e w  paper  loosed  safely back  in the bott le ,  to squeeze  the prev ious ly  t abooed  

too thpas te  back in the tube. By f i rmly e s t ab l i sh ing  the psychomet r i c ,  neu rophys io log ica l .  

b e h a v i o r  genet ic ,  and  c o m p a r a t i v e  e v i d e n c e  for the ex i s tence  and impor t ance  o f  Spear -  

m a n ' s  g. J e n s e n ' s  The  g F a c t o r  makes  it near  cer ta in  that  such obscuran t i s t  ef for ts  will end  

up sh redded  by O c c a m ' s  razor.  
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